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entire computing industry in the 21st century whereby 

computing services will be readily available

ABSTRACT: Cloud computing has become an 

inexorably predominant point lately. Nonetheless, 

relocating heretofore inside IT information and 

applications to the cloud is related with a wide scope  of 

dangers and difficulties. The study reported in this paper 

plans to investigate potential dangers that associations 

may experience during distributed computing selection, 

just as to evaluate and organize these dangers, from the 

viewpoint of IT specialists and experts. Existing 

research does not consider the risk perspective in a 

cloud network‟s context. In this paper we investigate the 

role of risk perception related to IT innovation strategies. 

This study is motivated by a need to address a lack of 

understanding regarding risk perception of cloud 

computing technology. We aim to investigate which 

factors influence cloud computing risk perception in 

enterprise cloud networks and conclude with the need 

for convergence of competing IT paradigms for 

delivering our 21
st
 century vision. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Risks, Risk 

Identification, Data Security. 

 
I.INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an advanced IT model to 

host and share both software and hardware resources 

over the Internet. This imaginative cloud model 

additionally empowers the on-request arrangement of 

registering assets on a pay-more only as costs arise 

premise. This makes the use of IT resources similar  

to the consumption of other daily utilities, such as 

water and gas [22,32]. The rise of Cloud computing 

additionally encourages the movement of IT 

normalization and commoditization, which alludes to 

the marvel that IT assets (particularly framework 

assets,e.g. servers, storage, and networks) can be used 

by user companies as standardized commodities 

without the need for being uniquely designed, 

installed and maintained [18,25]. Accessible study 

recommends that we don't completely comprehend 

cloud computing dangers [6] and hazard recognition 

assumes a significant job in the hazard evaluation of 

cloud computing administrations. It appears to be 

likely that open hazard impression of cloud 

computing will be pivotal for the acknowledgment of 

innovative advances [10]. In this manner, hazard 

discernment and hazard mentalities toward cloud 

computing ought to be considered at a beginning 

phase of innovation development. This vision of the 

computing utility based on the service provisioning 

model anticipates the massive transformation of the  

On demand, like other utility services available in 

today‟s society. 

As shown in Figure 1.1, these new computing 

paradigms include cluster computing, Grid 

computing, P2P computing, service computing, 

market-oriented computing, and most recently Cloud 

computing. All these paradigms promise to provide 

certain attributes or capabilities in order to realize the 

possibly 1 trillion dollars worth of the 

utility/pervasive computing industry as quoted by 

Sun Microsystems co-founder Bill Joy [29]. 

 
 

Fig 1.1: Various paradigms promising to deliver 

IT as services 

A Grid [14] empowers the sharing, choice, and 

collection of a wide assortment of topographically 

circulated assets including supercomputers, 

stockpiling frameworks, information sources, and 

concentrated gadgets claimed by various for taking 

care of huge scope asset escalated issues in science, 

building, and business. Enlivened by the electrical 

force Grid's inescapability, convenience, and 

unwavering quality [21], the inspiration of Grid 

processing was at first determined by huge scope, 

asset (computational and information)- serious  

logical applications that required a larger number of 

assets than a solitary (PC, workstation, 

supercomputer, or group) could have given in a 

solitary authoritative space. Today, the most recent 

worldview to develop is that of Cloud Computing [1] 

which guarantees solid administrations conveyed 

through cutting edge server farms that are based on 

figure and capacity virtualization advances. The rest 

of the paper is sorted out as follows. In section 2, we 

have shown the process of Software Evolution and 

developments towards cloud environments. 
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II. SOFTWARE EVOLUTION AND 

DEVELOPMENTS TOWARDS CLOUD 

NETWORKS 

The process of software evolution can be viewed 

as a never endless procedure. When programming is 

created, it is kept up, and afterward over and over 

refreshed as for changes in prerequisites, procedures 

and systems. It is realized that 90% of organizations' 

product spending plan is spent on support and 

adjusting existing software tools than growing new 

ones without any preparation. 

Cloud computing is a specialized distributed 

computing on a large-scale [11]. However, there are 

differences from the traditional distrusted systems in 

many ways; 

• Arrangement of administrations is dynamic 

and conveyance of administrations can be on 

request. 

 

• Economies of scale is one of the principle 

drivers of distributed computing. 

 

• Different sorts or levels of administrations can 

be furnished to customers outside the cloud with a 

more prominent level of epitome. 

 

The possibility that development is driven by 

change can be seen in distributed computing. There is 

a developing interest for figuring and capacity issues 

in the supposed "Web Age". The development of 

distributed computing could be followed back to the 

1990s when Grid Computing was utilized to depict the 

assortment of advancements that empowered clients to 

got processing power when required. This lead to the 

standardization of protocols to be allows for data 

exchange over the grid. However, according to the 

commercial utility of grid computing was very limited 

until about 2007/8 [11]. Utility computing is a model 

based on the concept of demand and outsourcing 

availability [3]. In this kind of model, assets and 

administrations are given to the end client 

 

In the course of the most recent ten years, 

organizations like Google, Microsoft and Amazon 

have burned through billions of dollars fabricating 

enormous scope figuring frameworks containing an 

assortment of several thousand PCs. 

 

Distributed computing has advanced through a 

progression of stages there was the underlying 

network (or utility) figuring stage, at that point there 

was the "application administration arrangement" 

which was then followed what is now known as SaaS 

[24]. Following on from that, Amazon Web Services 

was created in 2002 which took into account many 

cloud-based administrations, for example, computing 

and storage to be conveyed on the web. In 2006, 

Elastic Computer Cloud (EC2) was propelled by 

Amazon. EC2 was a commercial web service which 

enables individuals and small companies to rent computers 

online to run their own applications [24]. Since 2007, 

cloud computing has become a “hot topic” due to its 

flexibility to offer dynamic IT infrastructure and 

configurable software services over the Internet [33]. The 

emergence of cloud computing coincides with the 

development of Virtualization technologies. Since 2007, 

Virtualization technologies have increased and as a result, 

cloud computing has been observed to have out-paced that 

of grid computing [34]. A great milestone of cloud 

computing came about in 2009 with the introduction of 

Web 2.0 [24]. The Web 2.0 is designed to allow the web 

work as a platform i.e. clients‟ services do not depend on 

the operating system (OS) being used by the user [30]. 

In addition to the increasing adoption of cloud services, 

we observe new developments in cloud computing. 

These developments lead to the aforementioned 

emergence of cloud networks: 

 First, a trend towards an increasing standardization 

in cloud computing exists [31] strengthening the 

interchangeability of cloud services between 

different actors in cloud computing. In an outlook 

on future market structures, [5] describe cloud 

exchanges with brokers that trade standardized 

cloud products. 

  Second, the specialization of cloud services 

increases to provide software for specific “intended 

user groups” such as private users or specific 

business groups [13].Due to low barriers to market 

entry [8],a huge variation of application services 

surfaces. 

  Third, the dependencies among actors in cloud 

networks are rising. These dependencies are caused 

by the aforementioned developments as well as the 

concept of multi sourcing in the cloud to prevent 

outages, [15,23]. 

What's more, new market structures and on- 

screen characters develop in cloud computing. Some 

companies developed to large players in cloud 

computing during the last years, such as Amazon, 

Sales force, or Microsoft. From one viewpoint, the 

assortment of contributions on the Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS) advertise shrivels as the huge players 

offer lower costs and higher accessibility than medium 

size framework suppliers would ever accomplish [12]. 

Commercial centers fortify the holding between on-

screen characters of a cloud arrange, while 

encouraging a quick trade of cloud administrations. 

This improvement is particularly shown in normalized 

interfaces in cloud commercial centers and in a solid 

development towards normalization, pushed forward 

by associations, for example, the "Cloud Standards 

Customer Council" with significant industry players 

like IBM or Symantec [9].The emergence of cloud 

exchange markets will in turn additionally strengthen 

the drive for standardization of cloud services [5]. 

Instagram and discharged new permit understandings. The 
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developing terrible exposure on Instagram pushed 

numerous clients to administrations of contenders. 

These competitors were then struggling to provide the 

required infrastructure resources in short-term to keep 

their services running [17]. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This systematic review also covers general 

computing, IT and information systems (IS) journal 

papers, conference proceedings, books, industrial 

white papers, and technical reports. The purpose here 

was “to identify broadly any possible factors and 

issues that might lead to potential” cloud computing 

failure [28]. This Endeavour resulted in the 

identification of a large amount of valuable literature, 

which addressed various IT, cloud computing, legal, 

and business issues. Subsequently, these retrieved 

articles and materials were “systematically and 

critically analyzed, compared and synthesized, and 

then used as raw materials to  construct  arguments 

and standpoints for risk identification” [27,28]. 

A risk ontology is developed to organize and 

present the identified cloud risks. As shown in Figure 

3.1, the established cloud risks were organized into 4 

main categories and 12 sub-categories in the risk 

ontology. The 4 main risk categories include: · 

 Organizational risks (OGR): Cloud adoption can 

lead to significant impacts on diverse 

organizational aspects, such as IT governance, 

compliance to industrial regulations, in-house IT 

experts, and IT planning. Risks related to these 

organizational and managerial aspects are 

categorized as organizational risks. 

 Operational risks (OPR): The adoption of cloud 

computing significantly changes the so far internal 

IT and business operations in user companies. 

 Risks affecting daily business and IT operations are 

thus categorized as operational risks. 

 Technical risks (TR): The complicated cloud 

infrastructure and inherent IT deficiencies existed 

in the company can raise a set of technical risks 

during cloud computing adoption. 

 Legal risks (LR): The nature and inherent features 

of cloud computing can lead to a range of legal 

risks related to data privacy, intellectual property, 

and contracts. 

 

 
Fig3.1 The ontology of cloud computing risks 
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Inconsistent laws adopted by different countries and 

Privacy of enterprise or customer data is jeopardized: 

The following top 10 Risks were identified as the 

most critical to current cloud computing practice. 
 

Table 3.1 : TOP TEN Cloud Computing risks. 

As presented in Table 3.1, the top 2 critical cloud risks 

identified by IT professionals were „inconsistent data 

protection laws adopted by different countries‟ and 

„privacy of enterprise or customer data is menace‟. 

Business and customer data of local companies may 

often be kept and stored by cloud providers in a 

different country [2,26], where resources (e.g. labor 

and electricity) are cheaper, and thus allowing cloud 

vendors to maximize their profit levels. Be that as it 

may, this normal cloud practice may infer the hazard 

that extraordinary and conflicting information security 

laws might be applied. The vast majority (81%) of the 

respondents perceived that the probability of 

occurrence of this risk event is high to medium. For 

instance, European customers adopting cloud services 

provided in the US are often concerned about the U.S 

Patriot Act, which empowers the US government to 

access any data without obtaining consent of the data 

owner [2]. Along these lines, 89% of the respondents 

additionally thought about that this hazard occasion 

has a high to medium effect on fruitful cloud 

appropriation. 

Cloud services become temporarily unavailable and 

increasing hidden costs in the cloud: For marketing 

purposes, cloud vendors always promise to make their 

services reliable and available to user companies. 

However, due to a wide range of potential reasons, 

cloud applications may sometimes become 

temporarily out-of-service. This event was found in 

previous reports [35] to occur on a regular basis, even 

with leading cloud vendors (e.g. Google and 

Microsoft) in the industry. On the other hand, in the 

complicated cloud environment, IT services provided 

by cloud vendors may often be associated with a lot of 

hidden costs, e.g. disaster recovery costs, application 

configuration fees, and data loss insurance [20]. A 

significant number (over 56%) of the respondents 

perceived that this critical risk event has a high to 

medium probability and frequency of occurrence in 

current cloud practices. 

Difficult to change cloud vendors and Data re- 

migration difficulties at the end of the cloud contract: 

User companies may sometimes feel unsatisfied about 

the services provided by their cloud vendors, and thus 

may want to change to a different service provider. 

However, changing cloud vendors will not normally be 

possible during the term of service contracts. 

Moreover, the potential costs, time and resources 

required for moving software applications and data 

across different cloud servers often prevent user 

companies from changing their cloud vendors [2]. 

Therefore, user companies were expected to face the 

risk of not being able to switch their cloud vendors 

even in the case of service dissatisfaction. This risk 

event is also known as the vendor lock-in scenario in 

the cloud environment [2]. A noteworthy number 

(73%) of the respondents saw that this basic hazard 

occasion has a high to medium likelihood of event. 

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks and unauthorized 

access to enterprise data in the cloud environment: 

‟Denial-of-Service attacks‟ and „unauthorized  access 

to enterprise data‟ were identified in this study as the 

two main data security risks in the cloud. A Denial-of- 

Service (DoS) attack is an attempt by attackers/hackers 

to prevent legitimate users of an internet service 

(ranging from normal email to cloud services), from 

effectively using the service or related network 

resources [16].It is one type of most common security 

risks occurred during the use of internet services, and 

can take many different forms, such as: „flood‟ a 

network and thus reduce the network bandwidth of a 

legitimate user; prevent legitimate users from 

accessing to a service; or disrupt service to a specific 

user [16]. The majority (69%) of the survey 

respondents confirmed that, there is a high to medium 

possibility for these two security risks to occur during 

cloud usage. The occurrence of these risk events can 

lead to substantial financial losses, reputation damage, 

and even business crisis [28]. Therefore, the vast 

majority (over 86%) of the respondents considered that 

these 

Critical cloud risks can cause very significant and 

negative impacts. User companies lack disaster 

recovery & contingency plans and inadequate user 

training on cloud usage: In response to the above 

unexpected security attacks and any natural system 

crash in the cloud, it is crucial for user companies to 

establish efficient internal disaster recovery or 

contingency plans to prevent data loss and ensure 

business continuity [7]. 
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Overall, these findings seem to suggest that companies 

may not currently have sufficient understanding on 

possible technical disasters and user issues that can 

occur in the cloud environment. 

 

IV. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS 

AND CONCLUSION 

Cloud Computing have turn into a key innovation 

of our century. It has been suggested that more 

research related to security is needed to assure public 

support for cloud computing. How people perceive 

the benefits and risks associated with this new 

enabling technology must be taken into account in 

order to achieve effective risk assessment of cloud 

computing. How people react to cloud computing 

technology in the short or midterm depends on how 

industry and governmental agencies handle the issue. 

Some limitations of the present research should be 

addressed. The current examination gives a preview 

of how various gatherings of individuals see the 

danger of utilizing some cloud computing 

applications in their workplace. Be that as it may,  

chance perspectives toward cloud computing are not 

static. The activities of partners and the way in which 

the media report on cloud computing can impact 

hazard impression of this empowering innovation. 

Further sociology research is required, in this manner, 

to all the more likely comprehend which components 

may impact the hazard recognition and 

acknowledgment of cloud innovation. Regardless of 

the dangers talked about here, there are a few trusts in 

valuable other options. Research communities have 

various approaches to pieces of this puzzle, but rarely 

to systems as a whole. As a result, many of the 

previous columns in this series are relevant to the use 

or misuse of remote resources even if they focused on 

problems that were  previously  considered  as  local.  

In research terms, this study strengthen the results of 

previous studies on data privacy and security issues in 

the cloud, but also complemented these earlier 

findings by suggesting and confirming the importance 

of a wide range of cloud-related risks. The extensive 

risk ontology established in this study can serve as a 

starting point and theoretical foundation for IT 

researchers to carry out further investigation in this 

increasingly important research area. Furthermore, it 

should be pointed out that some of the top 10 risks 

discussed are particularly relevant to the cloud 

environment (e.g. inconsistent laws adopted by 

different countries). In order words, the findings of 

this study also contribute to existing knowledge about 

general IT/IS challenges and risks. We emphasize that 

clouds can offer real and significant benefits. They 

likewise bring numerous dangers, which can be 

covered by the effortlessness of the cloud 

deliberation. We should weigh these risks when 

designing, selecting, and configuring our cloud 

services. It will also be interesting to explore and 

assess the levels of impact of the identified risks 

within the context of different industries. In general, 

further examination on this subject is a required. 
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